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About This Game

Izeriya was a powerful city…but forces of evil captured it. The little man named Trix is heading to this city to destroy the evil
within.

In game you will pass obstacles and fight!

The game has a upgrade system, so you can upgrade the damage of your sword and fireballs, or you can upgrade your health and
quantity of your mana.

In game you will find three locations, and some extra levels!

It won't be easy! You will kill a lot of monsters, to try not to die.

Fight with hard bosses at the end of the locations!
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I only the original aoe 2 on an old laptop for 10 years with no internet, without even the conqorers expasion. DLC's are the way
to go.. I bought this game during the steam sale, but I still think it's worth its full price. If it was on mobile, it would have been
$6 per route, making it $30 for all the characters main stories alone. Even though the chapters are only 10 (as opposed to the 13
chaps in the first game), I think the length is just right. The first one was a bit too drawn out. The user interface is also vastly
improved, so no problems in this area.

I have played alot of otome games so far, Ohigya was a surprising hit for me. Although I have only played one route (Ageha) but
I am absolutely in love. In just 10 chapters, Ageha managed to stir my heart (oh his personality is far too adorable) and the
storyline is really well-written! The CGs are not really to my taste, nevertheless they are still very pretty.

The only cons I could think off are slight grammatical errors? I really can't see anything else I disliked.

BUY IT. It's worth 10/10! Give the developer some love! :). Not really interested in playing a game that looks and plays like
this, the random generation of rooms is interesting but the combat is just awful and unnecesarily hard while lacking anything to
make the game exiting or fun at all.

I could understand making this a one hit kill game (or well, a 2 hit kill if you get protective items) if the combat system had
mostly ranged attacks that allowed you to be tactical and play it safe, but not when:

A) Most of the game is forcing you on doing meelee combat with bad controls and bad hit detection!

B) The game makes you depend on RNGesus to give you good items or locations.

C) It also depends on you knowing how each enemy attacks when there is so many of them with different patterns and
sometimes the attacks dont even get through! So you dont get enough time to learn how to fight them before they insta kill you.

D) It has a freaking time limit that forces you to rush head first into enemies making it easier to die, move too fast and reckless?
die because the enemies crush you, be too careful and take your time? die too, because time limit!

This game is too frustrating to be worth any time investment on completing it worth the pain.. This game is a must buy, stick
around for more!!!. cool cutiesy anime game with fun mini games like ddr
 a vast amout of skills and items to improve and custamise your avitar
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better than most mmos for its gameplay and atmosphere. Even for pretentious indie game this is ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t.
. this game is good please ignore my previous review as i was drunk and having troubles.. I only received this software to give it
a negative review, it's so bad. Don't even bother getting this ♥♥♥♥♥♥ service.
I left it to run for 10 minutes just so I could give it a thumbs down... Looks like I forgot I had it open too... Hopefully they didn't
bitcoin mine anything while I was AFK lmfao. This game is literally the 2nd worst i've played. good story, but terrible combat
and has very low effort put into it. Fatal bullet was a way better example of the series even if its all "i have the same dialogue
option but put in different words."
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quot;Do you think God stays in heaven because he, too, lives in fear of what he's created?"
-Doctor Romero, Spy Kids 2. I got this game for free, and I still didn't like it. I understand the calming atmosphere of the game,
but it's just too slow-paced for my liking. If you want a faster and more difficult game with a much better soundtrack, try the
superior Soundodger+ instead.. Very spooky game. I haven't played it for very long on Steam, but I have an older version on
another platform that I've played through several times. The game is very creepy and has an engaging storyline. I've been waiting
for the sequel for years now, and it's coming out soon, so I'm happy!
One complaint that I do have, though, is that the grammar and English is often bad. I'm guessing that English isn't the first
language of the developers, and there are some grating mistakes. But that's one of my pet peeves anyway, so it would probably
bug other people less.. This is a very very very very very very early access game
this is more like a game that might be a game in some time, a few years or so.

the entire thing is just an early, amateurish attempt at a game.
there is no resolution support, you have to use CNTRL and the scroll wheel on your mouse to "sort of" get the screen a little
bigger than the postage stamp size it runs in ( in glorious fullscreen, which you can't turn off ) so you have a gigantic black void,
and a tiny little screen in the center at all times.

the game runs at a poor frame rate that is highly inconsitent.
The game takes about 3 minutes to do a fade to black transition to bring up a new screen, in the same location.

this runs more like a free RPG maker game, but it's made in Unity? this is just not even fit to be called early access with a price
tag that high, I'm sorry.

Not to mention the actual "gameplay" is about as fluid as playing Half life with an Atari controller.
( which is a real thing, btw)
except that the atari controller is more comfortable way to play.

half keyboard, half mouse ZERO gamepad support - and an awkward " tap the number of the skill you want, and then click left
mouse to use it" every single time - and one of these "skills" is a dash move to avoid stuff - which is needed to be quick!

I could go on and on - the cherry on top is I can't even record the footage i mustered the strength to play through and get - it
crashes OBS every time, and refuses to hook on any other recording software I have.

As soon as I saw the last "update" which promised illustrious features such as
" resolution support"
 was at the beginning of DECEMEBER - I promptly hit the refund button. Not even worth giving it a chance in it's current form.

buyer beware.. If You like Mahjong, this game is perfect for you. It runs smoothly, it has a few gimmicks that don't interfere
with gameplay, and it runs perfectly smoothly on relatively low specs. It's a good coffee break style game. Definitely worth its
value.. Like many others, who have paid money for this game, I'm experiencing bugs practically from the get go.
Do NOT let the trailer or pictures fool you, you will not recieve the experience advertised.
And it's not like we can get our money back.
\u00a312 wasted.. Best heading simulator in 2016. Heading the ball was realistic, goalie difficulty was good. Gameplay is
simple. Good for parties or a couple minutes of play. There is a Global leaderboard. There aren't any different game modes just
changes in difficulty. Sounds and art are very repitive. A little variety in the visual effects would go a long way. Instead for some
reason there is a day to night transition that happens very fast, this effects lighting condistions. The star speed is almost enought
to cause motion sickness. Overpriced but the physics are good so I'm keeping it :-). Pro:
Good concept
Looks good
Fun hack n slash

Con:
No steam cards or achieves
Buggy
Controls are not good
Single player only
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Issue with cut-scenes
Short
Irritating puzzles (easy to too hard to just stupid)
Bad voice acting
Not as good as the original

If you get it free in a bundle then try it out.
Don't actually pay for this, unless it is under $1.. I was super against buying something like this to begin with. I felt it was not
advanced enough to play. TOTALLY WRONG. First of all I want to say if you are a minecraft\/zelda player you will like this!
Its actually kinda addicting and as soon as my boy and I bought it we could NOT stop. We played a straight 14 hours. It was
insane. The maps\/mazes\/dungeons are amazingly beautiful and planned out. I feel it needs a lot more to do and a lot more
materials to add. I LOVE the way they have the tree cutting system in place its very nice.

My only complaint is the Crafting system and Combat system.

Crafting Issues: My boy is the owner of the server we play on, he built our little city. It costs him money to craft objects but
does not cost me anything. (a little odd but funny)

Combat: we can turn pvp off in our server but at this point I have killed him more times than he has killed me while fighting in
dungeons. So it doesnt work.

The TPing system is a little strange, he can TP me and TP to me but I cant TP to him at all.

I dont normally comment on games at all to be honest but this was worth it. Its got a few scare jumps keep you on your toes
(awesome)
Its got something for everyone.

I wish the Leveling tree was much bigger and there was more crafting to do! I hope they implement things like Fishing, More
Magic, More Combat such as spears and dual weapons, more achievements, new tiers and stages of buildings, Female character
models, scuba diving, exploration, town banks, pirates, butchers and hunters, jails, music creations. (I have not finished the
game by any means so some of this may actually be in there and im not aware of it!)

The game is worth it! Play with significant other or friends, its way more fun!. I honestly should have seen this coming when I
bought the game, but it is the worst piece of garbage I have ever played in my life. I have played countless flash games (there
was nothing better to do but waste time) that are better then this which really shows the quality of the game. Any attention this
game had is gone now however I am writing this to make sure anyone who is unfortunate enough to find this waste of space
doesn't buy the game. If you need further proof the only update on the game as of now was on 7\/26\/17
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